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Associated Students of Norco College
Senate Meeting
I.

Call to Order: 2:47 PM

II.

Pledge of Allegiance:

III.

Roll Call:
ASNC Advisor -- Dr. Edwin Romero
President of the Associated Students of Norco College -- Autumn Parra
Vice President of Administration -- Nathaniel llo
Vice President of Finance -- Raiann De La Cruz Vacant
Vice President of Campus Activities -- AimeeSarai Nuñez
Vice President of Campus Relations -- Rudy Castellanos
Vice President of Campus Organizations -- M.K. Peña
Senator of administration- Sarah Gadalla
Senator of administration- Ana Hernandez
Senator of finance- Francisco Fernandez
Senator of finance- Anthony Pinedo
Senator of activities- David Chaney
Senator of activities- Teresa Chihuahua
Senator of activities- Shawn Schoen
Senator of relations- Javier Ahedo
Senator of relations- Abraham Melgarejo Excused Absence
Senator of relations- Damien Saelak
Senator of organization- Summer Arias
Senator of organization- Tajza Chatman

Approval of Minutes: (October 10th, 2018 & October 17th, 2018)
MK motioned, Aimee seconded
Francisco should be excused, not tardy. We should be approving two minutes, so two
weeks ago ... October 10th and 17th. Be alert of what comments are going in minutes.
Voting: Approved unanimously
XI.
Announcements/Comments from the Public
IV.
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This time is reserved for members of the public to address the ASNC on issues not
already appearing on the agenda. A limit of three (3) minutes per speaker shall be
observed.
GSA speaker: I have a question, we are going around to local businesses from all clubs in
order to get donations and other donations (like T-shirts), so what forms do we need to be
filling out from the school as well as for the businesses?
Edwin: If you have business card, they may ask for taxpayer ID which we do provide.
However, we need confirmation of approval and in that case a check would be best.
GSA speaker: Nonprofit or?
Edwin: Yes, it would be nonprofit.
V.

Old Business:
a. Norco Assessment committee- Nathaniel
Nathaniel: I was not able to attend due to day confusion.
Kim: We are trying to get all the courses here assessed, a list has been sent out to
the instructors regarding the dates of the assessment.
b. Academic Senate- Autumn
Kim: The library requisition was passed. Certain faculty members are allowed to
name certain buildings according to a new proposition discussed but not passed.
c. Ispc- Francisco
Francisco: The statement was discussed, and it will be re-discussed at a later time.
We discussed classes and registration in the spring. It is a possibility to have classes
all day instead of having a block schedule.

Sen.10.17 24.01 Ad-hoc Committee for shade sails
Motion Author: Raiann De La Cruz
(Action Item)
The Associated students of Norco College will discuss creating an ad-hoc for shade sails
layout.
Motioned by Nate, 2nd by Aimee
Edwin: This motion is to have a group of students to help voice out the shade sails so, if
you really want to see this happen we would need someone to take over the ad hoc
committee.
There is a specific group of people who are working on the shade sails.
Francisco: should I email them and ask them to bring it up again in ISPC?
Edwin: I can give you more info
Sen.10.17 24.02 Approval up to $6,000 from line item 92210 for Norco choir travel to
New York in spring 2019.
Motion Author: Kim Kamerin
(Action Item)
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The Associated students of Norco College will discuss the approval of up to $6,000 for
Norco choir for their New York trip.
Motioned by Aimee, 2nd by Nate
Kim: At the end of the year, I’ve seen that there was extra money in the funds, but there has
been a misunderstanding that the checks have been cut and the money wasn’t sufficient.
We were going to go to a retreat earlier this year. I needed to get surgery, either way, I
decided that the money would be better going towards the NY trip. It is an expensive trip,
which is why most of the students are a maybe. All of that said, thank you for your support.
Last year music industry studies asked us to produce CDs which are actually avalaible on
music platforms. Last year, we asked ASNC to help fund the CDs, but I wasn’t aware that
we didn’t get funding. So, the majority of the money will go towards the CD production.
The MIS department do college HR performances, they did Feeding America which fed
people who were food impacted. Last year, we did elevate. Throughout the semester, we do
generally, about 18-20 performances per semester. MIS does contribute to this campus as
well as the computer software is provided by MIS. We have concerts in retirement homes
and we are trying to extend our reach in Norco College, I just wanted to give you an outline
so, you can feel good that your money is not in wrong hands.
Javier: So, they didn’t use the money for Idyllwild?
President: In the budget, we gave about 5,500.
Nate: So, if Idyllwild did go through, then what would happen with this NY trip?
Kim: At the time, Idyllwild was already planned in June.
Aimee: So where would the money come from?
President: It would come from conferences and field trips and executive contingencies.
Aimee: Isn’t conferences in the negatives.
Shawn: Didn’t we just give most of the executive to the Veterans?
President: Yes, we did.
Francisco: And this would be for the rest of the year?
President: Yes, it is.
Francisco: So, whether we approve this or not will you still go?
Kim: Yes, we are still fundraising, we are still going to try to go, I think we would still go
but it would be less of us.
Edwin: We just lost our VP of finance.
Javier: So, if the budget is approved, will that move more maybe to yes? And if so how will
that benefit all the students?
Kim: I send out certain amounts of money to other organizations
Aimee: So, with the 6,000 you will take about nine more students?
Kim: Yes, so our next payment will have to be about 10,000.
Aimee: so, if we can’t give you the 6,000 and we give you less than that, will it still help?
Edwin: Yeah so, the only two clubs that come consistently in the spring is art club and
history.
Shawn: How much do they ask for?
Edwin: They both will spend about no more than 600.
Aimee: Motion amend amendment to say Approval up to $6,000 from line item 92210
and 92118 for Norco choir travel to New York in spring 2019. 2nd by Javier
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Shawn: I was skeptical about this whole thing but seeing that there is sufficient funds and it
will be beneficial for students, I am for it
Voting: Favored by Aimee, Rudy, Ana, Anthony, David, Teresa, Shawn, Javier, Damien,
Summer, Tajza
Opposed by Sarah, Francisco
Abstention: Nate, MK
Approved Majority
VI.

New Business.
Sen.10.24.0103 Approval of officers to serve at the Corona-Norco rescue
mission
Motion Author: Aimeesarai Nunez
(Action Item)
The Associated students of Norco College will discuss the approval of officers to serve at
the Corona-Norco mission November 16th at 9:00 am.

Sen.10.24.0204 Approval of participating in Veterans benefit concert
Motion Author: Aimeesarai Nunez
(Discussion Item)
The Associated students of Norco College will discuss participating in veterans benefit
program serving hot chocolate, shirts and tickets.
Motioned by Aimee, 2nd by MK
Aimee: The Veterans Benefit Concert will be on November 15th and we will be selling
shirts and tickets. I wanted to make you guys aware, we wanted to see if we can maybe
help them sell hot chocolate.
President: I want certain ASNC members to just keep an eye out on kids in case they get
lost, from the top.
Aimee: We will be having two different things.
MK: Possibly some pan dulce and hot chocolate
Sen.10.24.0305 Appointment of Ashley Garcia as representative of campus relations
Motion Author: Rudy Castellanos
(Discussion Item/Action item)
The Associated students of Norco College will discuss the appointment of Ashley Garcia as
representative of relations.
Motion: Aimee Second: Rudy
Rudy: First time I met Ashley was about a month ago, she first volunteered during
constitution day then later showed her commitment throughout the events and just helping
me finish some tasks.
Voting: Approved Unanimously
Sen.10.24.0406 Appointment of Nicholas as Senator of Administration
Motion Author: Nathanial llo
(Discussion Item/Action item)
The Associated students of Norco College will discuss the appointment of Nicholas as
representative of administration.
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Edwin: Did not pass in Executive meeting so it will be tabled.
Sen.10.24.0507 Bill: increase the number of activities committees’ representatives at
large.
Motion Author: Aimeesarai Nunez
(Action item)
The Associated students of Norco College will discuss amending Bylaws Act VIII, section
9f to read as follows: … with the exception of the activities committee, who will have 4
representatives at large.
Motioned by Aimee, 2nd by MK
Aimee: I ask that we bring more representatives to Activities, so I ask that we can amend
the bylaws.
Nathaniel: I do agree with the statement, the more the merrier but, what we need is more
volunteers. The only difference between reps and volunteers is that reps get a polo.
Javier: Giving them that title would give them more responsibility.
Nate Giving them the title gives more responsibilities. Most people don’t even do 2 hours
in the lounge.
Voting: Favored by Aimee, Anthony, David, Teresa, Shawn, Javier, Damien, Summer,
Tajza
Opposed: Rudy, Sarah, Francisco, Nathaniel
Abstention: MK, Ana
IX. ASNC Advisor Report
The spook off is next Wednesday. 2 students from Art club/ GSA are volunteer. People are
now finding out about registering for classes.
X. Executive/Committee Reports
a. Technology committee- Javier
b. Summer advantage planning-Teresa
c. Grants committee- Ana
d. Student service planning council – Aimee/David
Administration: No report.
Finance: Budget is being updated
Activities: Winter ball tickets are coming up and it will be on November 15.
Nate: I move to extend this meeting to 4:15.
Relations: Next Monday, we will shoot a video to promote social media.
Organizations: For harvest festival this coming Friday, we need people to work the safety
booth.
President: Thank you to administration.
XI. For the Good of the Order/Announcements/Comments from the Public
This time is reserved for members of the public and ASNC officers to address the
ASNC on issues not already appearing on the agenda. A limit of three (3) minutes per
speaker shall be observed.
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XIII. Adjournment: 4:13 PM
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